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Mt. Orab, Ohio – HM Defense announces the release of its all-new HM10 MonoblocTM rifle, the
AVENGER M308. The AVENGER M308 was designed and developed by HM Defense in response to
demand for a larger, .308 Win / 7.62 NATO model of their highly successful HM15 MonoblocTM rifle.

“The AVENGER offers the same high level of innovation and capability found in our HM15 rifle now in the
larger HM10 platform” said Clay Barker, General Manager at HM Defense. “We are confident that our
customers will be pleased with the premium features and value of our new rifle.”
The foundation of the AVENGER rifle is an all-new, custom HM10 billet lower receiver developed for low
weight and maximum rigidity. Attached to the 7075-T6 upper is HM’s exclusive MonoblocTM integral gas
block barrel designed to minimize recoil and enable sub-MOA accuracy.
The AVENGER M308 includes the following premium features:


HM MonoblocTM .308 Win barrel, 4140 Chromolly steel, 18” length with treaded end, 1:10
twist ratio, rifle-length gas system



HM 15” free float 1913 Picatinny rail with MAGPUL M-LOK mounting system



HM custom designed billet 7075-T6 lower receiver



Velocity 3 lb. Custom AR trigger



Stainless steel barrel nut



HM custom CNC muzzle break



HM light weight stock



MAGPUL MOE Grip



Custom charging handle

The AVENGER M308 will be offered in three finishes: standard anodized black, Midnight Tungsten
Cerakote (limited availability) and Vortex Bronze Cerakote.(limited availability).
HM Defense has set the MSRP of the AVENGER M308 at $1,895. A special introductory price of $1,695
will be offered on the first 250 units sold (while supplies last). For more information visit HMDefense.com
or contact info@hmdefense.com.

About HM Defense
HM Defense Technologies, designs, develops and produces AR rifles that feature exclusive components
& patent pending technologies. The HM Defense mission is to advance AR rifle technology to its highest
level. The company strives to create rifles that are more accurate, easier to maintain and dependable in
extreme conditions.
HM manufactures and machines its rifle components in-house, ensuring the closest tolerances, highest
quality and maximum performance of its products. All HM Defense products are proudly made in Mt. Orab,
Ohio.

